AMERICANS,
I have a personal letter for you all to read.
by Peterson Teixeira

The Land of

THE FREE and The Home of THE BRAVE.

That's your country. You should be proud of being an american and I,
Peterson Teixeira, Founder & CEO of PETERSONTEIXEIRA.COM, an
Internatinal Consulting & Coaching business own A LOT to you and America.
Because it's thanks to americans that Brazil is mostly a Christian country today.
Many of you left the comfort of your own lives to come to my country to spread the
word about Jesus Christ. It's thanks to americans that I got to my level of
knowledge, all thanks to so many good news media sources, professional
journalism, business books and content from american entrepreneurs which
allowed me to build the foundation of who I am today.

You – The American People – have more power and resources in your hands than
you imagine. It's just a matter of knowing what's out there. It's just a matter of doing
some work. It's just a matter of knowing who you truly are. In Life and Business.

As I'm seeing things and World Events unfold from afar, and just like Brazil, how
divided you are, I urge you to think about how we can actually change things from
the inside. Just by resisting to harm others. Just by resisting to the urge of
commiting evil deeds in order to do some sort of “justice” with our own hands.
Change starts with you. That's a Universal advice.

I'm seeing some riots on the media lately – and yes, of course I do know that the
media is very manipulated sometimes and show only part of the story – and at the
same time....I'm thinking:
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“Man...America has the best infrastructure for life and business in the World.
Let's stop destroying, and let's start BUILDING!!!!
What are these guys doing....?!?!”.

You are lucky. And blessed. Very blessed actually. Because you're all sitting on the
most powerful and the most pro-business country in the world. The infrastructure,
the people, the vibe....the level of OPPORTUNITY you all have to change your own
life and change the life of others (worldwide by the way), many don't have. Trust me
on this. I never use empty words.

I'm building my company in Brazil, which is one of the TOP 5 WORST countries in
the world to build and maintain a business. Brazil was designed by corrupt
politicians to not favor Entrepreneurship. Brazil's business landscape was designed
to maintain corrupt governments in power, and corrupt companies who play ball
with that criminal government on the market. Its anti-business laws and taxes are
purposely designed to prevent honest and hardworking entrepreneurs from growing
their businesses because if such a thing happens, money changes hands and
power changes hands. And the criminals in my government obviously don't want
that. Over here, it's like....either you ditch your principles and moral values, or you'll
not leave the ground. That's our reality in Brazil. And that impacts everything.
From Education to Business.

However, it's not your reality. Not yet at least (despite evil Big Tech companies).
You still have a great country. Protect it. At all costs. And go find out what is your
purpose in life, find out what is the work of your life, so you can GO TO WORK and
build something UNIQUE and add it as part of the portfolio of the most famous
country in the world. Because we all want to see more.

Become part of your own History. You own it to yourself.
You own it to your family.
You own it to GOD.
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THE LAND of OPPORTUNITY
may be under attack, but MANY care about your land.
Because many care about YOU:

AMERICANS.
And that's because MANY people across

THE WORLD

LOVE AND UNDERSTAND what America (and americans) truly
represent. Many love America – just like myself – because it enabled
other nations and individuals to do great things where opportunity is not
the same. From your own land, through your hard work and influence,
you managed to help the world. Many times without knowing it.

Despite being born in Brazil, I have a lot of the American culture in me since an
early age. Thank GOD you managed to spread your good work, your
entrepreneurial vibe, your technology, and your business advice to other countries
(and your biblical teachings as well). Thank GOD. If you're from America, NATIONS
own a lot to you. Nations. And again, I'm not using empty words. Today's latest
technology, news media sources, science research, business advice and a lot
more, come from....you.

You.
Yes, you.
The American people.
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So if you're sitting on your couch waiting for some miracle to change your reality,
WAKE UP! Because you have the tools and the content and the resources to
change things yourself. You still have the power to build amazing things. You still
have the power to bring hope to others. You still have the power to build huge
businesses. You still have the power of democracy. You still have the power to
“save the world”. You still have the “American Brand”. You still have a lot, despite of
all these things being under attack.

But there are many good people cheering for you. Good people. Smart people.
Game-changing people. Business owners. Entrepreneurs. Freelancers. Journalists.
White Hat Hackers. Lawyers. Judges. Soldiers. And everyday people. From every
part of the world. You do have a real audience. Just do something. Because if I
managed to do a lot up until now using a simple Internet connection, a website, a
laptop and a smartphone from Brazil, imagine what you can do with everything that
you have at your disposal today.

The World needs more Builders. Not more destroyers.
The World needs more Capitalists. Not more communists.
The World needs more Good Warriors. And not more criminals.
Fast-forward 10 years in your life and imagine yourself wondering:

“WHO WAS I IN AMERICA?
What is MY LEGACY to The United States?
WHAT did I manage TO BUILD while living in
the most blessed country in
THE WORLD!?”
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I THINK
it's time to bring your

“A” GAME.
Because THE WORLD needs it. Again.
It's time to power up the American Brand. Again. DON'T YOU THINK?
So do you. Become something. Make a difference. You have the tools. You have
the resources. And you have the good odds. And do not let other people market
their views and project these views over you. Regardless of the country. A true
american will always be a hero to my eyes. I'll always remember as America as the
primary source of my superpowers. Always.

Because as I said before, I myself own the american people a lot. It's thanks to your
business advice, your journalism, your content, your tech, your books and a lot
more that I came to be the man who I am today. So I'm giving my support to you all
during these hard times because I know what America truly stands for:
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THE LAND OF

THE FREE
AND THE HOME OF

THE BRAVE.
Yes, that's YOU. OWN IT. And make the bad guys remember that truth. Again.
During these hard times where the media doesn't always report the truth, politicians
are against its people and more, THE PEOPLE will help and support THE PEOPLE.
Worldwide. Because we are all together in this good fight, despite being apart
sometimes. But we are all here as support. Remember that. And never give up.

God bless you All,
We Love you ;)

PETERSON TEIXEIRA
CEO & Founder at Peterson Teixeira Company
www.petersonteixeira.com
TALK: Just send A Text (SMS) or Call and Let's Talk: +55 13 981 700 440 (cellphone line)
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